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ACCORDING TO new research from
CruiseDeals.co.uk, it is cheaper to go
on a round-the-world cruise than it is
to live in London. 
The results showed that those

living on a cruise will be more than
£7-a-day better off than if they lived
in the capital. Life in London comes
to £2,871.19-a-month on average – or
£95.71 a day – including rent, rates,
food, travel and entertainment. This is
in comparison with a 120-day, full-
board, round-the-world trip, with
single supplement, which costs
£88.53 per day. Aside from stops in
many ports including Barbados,
Mexico and Australia, the fare
includes main meals, afternoon 
tea, hot drinks, entertainment and
port taxes. 

The company says that with similar
deals available throughout the year,
it's no surprise the cruise industry
grew by 9% in 2015, with data from
Cruise Lines International Association
(CLIA) revealing that one-in-nine
package holidays booked in 2015 was
a cruise, up from one-in-ten the year
before. 
And the trend is set to continue, not

least because the number of ships
departing from the UK will increase in
2016. Norwegian Cruise Line is
departing from the UK for the first
time in seven years, while Thomson
Cruises and Cruise and Maritime
Voyages are launching ships dedicated
to the UK market.
Meanwhile, a recent survey

undertaken by CruiseCritic reveals

that two thirds of travellers prefer to
sail from the UK, and highlights the
five most popular cruise ships sailing
from the UK this year. 
They include Celebrity Cruises'

Celebrity Eclipse which sails to the
Norwegian Fjords, the Baltic and the
Azores; P&O Cruises' Britannia which
takes in destinations including the
Mediterranean and Norwegian Fjords;
Fred. Olsen Cruise Line's Boudicca
which visits Spain, the Canary Islands,
Morocco and the Norwegian Fjords;
Royal Caribbean's Independence of the
Seas which includes visits to the
Canary Islands, Mediterranean and
Spain; and Princess Cruises' Emerald
Princess, which takes in the Baltic,
Norwegian Fjords, Spain, Portugal and
the Mediterranean.
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The 7th Greek Sympossio Gourmet Touring arrived in the UK this month to introduce Greek Street Food at its four events in London,
Edinburgh, Nottingham and Ashford. This year’s event is sponsored by the Greek National Tourism Organisation (GNTO) and Aegean Airlines.
Pictured at the London event ready to greet participants are, from the left: Mandy Kalliontzi, Aldemar Resorts; Panos Papadopoulos, GNTO;
Marlen Taffarello Godwin, Aldemar Resorts’ press officer; and Lynda Betsch, Aegean Airlines. For details visit sympossio.gr   
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RED FUNNEL Ferries has released
computer generated images of a new
livery for its Red Jet fleet. 
Red Jet 6, the company’s new 41m hi-

speed catamaran, which is under
construction on the Isle of Wight, will be
the first to carry the new identity when
she enters the water for the first time 
in June.
The new look is designed to stand out

on the water and was inspired by the
customary wake of a waterjet propelled
vessel travelling at high speed through
the waves. The new livery will be applied
to the rest of the fleet as part of its
annual dry-docking cycle.
Work on Red Jet 6 at East Cowes is

progressing well with a number of

important milestones reached.  Most of
the structural aluminium work on the
twin hulls and the accommodation
section, which sits alongside, has been
completed and certified and attention
has now turned to the complex interior
electrical, plumbing and equipment 
fit-out. 
The fit-out of the passenger

accommodation has also started and the
bridge console and control station is
rapidly taking shape. Wrapping the vessel
in vinyl rather than conventional paint is a
first for Red Funnel and promises to save
weight, improve fuel efficiency and
provide long-term durability.
Red Jet 6 will enter the water for trials

and crew training in June and will be

officially named at a ceremony in Cowes
on July 4.
For more information see
redfunnel.co.uk/redjet6

SAGA’S FIRST river cruise for solo travellers sets sail on
October 14 for seven nights, offering time to explore some
of the most popular destinations along the Rhine.
The exclusive, no-fly ‘Autumn Colours of the Rhine’

cruise starts in Bonn, Germany, with coach travel from
Folkestone via Eurotunnel.
MS Arlene moors overnight in Bonn and guests can join

a welcome cocktail party to get to know other passengers,
the company’s cruise director and tour host.
In the morning, an optional walking tour includes a visit

to Beethoven’s former home, now a museum dedicated to
his life and work. Further highlights include the Electoral
Palace with its elegant Hofgarten and baroque City Hall.
The cruise continues to Koblenz, where the rivers Rhine

and Moselle meet, and there is an optional tour to the
Ehrenbreitstein Fortress.
The itinerary then continues on to Germany’s cultural

capital, Cologne, which has more than 100 galleries and
dozens of museums to explore. 

After a restful afternoon’s cruising, MS Arlene moors at
Nijmegen, the Netherlands’ oldest city, to view attractions
including 13th-century St Stevens Church.
Arnhem is the last call with time to join an optional

commemoration tour to learn about the World War II Battle
of Arnhem.
The river cruise includes all meals, plus wine, beer and soft

drinks with three-course lunches and four-course dinners. 
Prices for seven nights lead in at £999, with travel from

Folkestone to Bonn via Eurotunnel and return from
Arnhem. Local flights are also available for a supplement,
subject to availability.
The price includes UK travel service; all meals plus

wine, beer and soft drinks; lunch and dinner; a welcome
cocktail party; porterage; optional travel insurance; and
additional cancellation rights or a discount if the client has
their own insurance.
For details call 0800-300400 or visit
travel.saga.co.uk/river-cruises
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THE BEST WESTERN Walton Park Hotel in Clevedon, Somerset is offering a two-night stay for £70 per person including breakfast when the
booking includes a Sunday night stay. The offer, which means that a night's stay costs £35, also includes a free upgrade to a sea view if
available. For details see waltonparkhotel.co.uk, call 01275-874253 or email info@waltonparkhotel.co.uk

Red Funnel Ferries unveils new look for Red Jet fleet this October

Debut river cruise for solo travellers from Saga under construction
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New six-night Bhutan tour ahead of
royal visit from On The Go Tours
ON THE Go Tours has launched a new tour to discover the
Buddhist kingdom of Bhutan ahead of HRH The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge’s visit this month.  

In celebration of the royal visit, the operator has
launched a seven-day Bhutan Breakaway private guided
tour, where travellers can discover a traditional Buddhist
culture found amongst the monasteries and mountains. 

Bookings made this month will receive a 10% discount
on the tour, with prices starting from £1,170 per person. 

Acknowledged as one of the most important Buddhist
monasteries in Bhutan, clients will have the chance to
hike to the breathtaking Tigers Nest Monastery which
Prince William and Kate plan to do as part of their
itinerary. The tour also allows for plenty of free time for
independent exploration to experience the scenery and
isolated culture, with a flexible itinerary.

The price includes six nights in three-star hotels, six
breakfasts, five lunches, six dinners, excursions and
entrance fees to included sites and monuments, plus 
a Bhutan visa (excluding a visa administration fee of US$20
payable on arrival). 
To book or for more information visit onthegotours.com or
call 020-7371 1113.

newsbulletin

CRUISE NEWS...Travel Bulletin's latest showcase event on Cruising was held on Monday April 4 at the Mercure Bristol Grand Hotel.
Pictured making the most of the event are, from the left: John Wilson, 2J's Travel; Janet Brimble, Compass Worldwide Travel; Sue Cooper,
Great Rail Journeys; and Joseph Rajkovic, 2Js Travel. 
- See Event Bulletin - page 16. 

New ‘Learn to Sail’ programme from Bermuda Tourism Authority
IN RESPONSE to the growing demand for more accessible
sailing and to celebrate being home to the 35th America’s
Cup in 2017, the Bermuda Tourism Authority has launched
a new ‘Learn to Sail’ programme.

In association with the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club and
the Royal Hamilton Amateur Dingy Club, visitors can now
follow some of the world’s greatest sailors, including Sir
Ben Ainslie, and sail on the Atlantic waters of Bermuda’s
Great Sound.

The Learn to Sail Bermuda courses are designed for
those taking their first sailing experience or those seeking
to improve their skills, ranging from half a day up to five-
day courses for ages five and above.

Prices at the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club (RBYC) start

from £110 per person, based on two taking a three-hour
lesson or £450 per person for a week's course.

The programme can be customised for those of all ages
and group sizes, from beginner to elite skill levels. Junior
lessons are available year-round and adult sailing is
available from September to May. 

Hayes & Jarvis is offering a seven-night holiday to
Bermuda staying at the four-star The Fairmont
Southampton on a room-only basis from £4,699 per family
of four – saving up to £393 per family.

The offer includes airport transfers and flights from
Gatwick with British Airways, based on departures from
July 11.
For more information visit gotobermuda.co.uk

NEWS BITES
�  THE TRAVEL NETWORKGroup has announced the speaker
line-up for its Inspire Conference, taking place from May 8-10.
Headlining the two-day event will be three key note speakers -
Debra Searle, Hamish Taylor and Chris Moon.

�  CROISIEUROPE has announced details of a new ship in Africa
for 2017 which will offer six-day itineraries on the Chobe and
Zambezi rivers. Call 020-8328 1281 or visit croisieurope.co.uk

�  THE TREADRIGHT Foundation, created as a joint initiative
between The Travel Corporation’s (TTC) family of brands, has
announced that it will support the Wilderness Foundation –
Africa this coming Earth Day.  For every booking made on
Friday April 22 with any of TTC’s 30 brands around the world,
the TreadRight Foundation will donate $1 to the Wilderness
Foundation – Africa to help purchase more flight time for their
TreadRight Bat Hawk. For details readright.org
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THE TAIWAN TOURISM Bureau has
launched a new ‘Asia’s Best Kept
Secret’ brand campaign with high
impact outdoor and online advertising. 

The new campaign is expected to
generate widespread awareness of
the destination, with an estimated 85
million outdoor impacts comprising
of advertising on London taxis,
branded London buses as well as 
a digital billboard takeover at London
One Piccadilly.  

The new creative showcases
Taiwan’s rich cultural heritage as well
as destination highlights including Sun

Moon Lake, delectable culinary
delights, cosmopolitan cities and
indigenous tribes.

Johnson Wang, director of the
European branch office of the Taiwan
Tourism Bureau, said: “We saw 
a steady increase in visitor arrival
figures in 2015 for the destination and
we expect similar growth for this year.
With this new high-impact strategic
campaign, alongside our ongoing
calendar of world class events, new
hotel openings and the opening of 
a new branch of the famed National
Palace Museum, we look forward to

further driving visitor numbers and
increasing the value of tourism for the
benefit for the destination.”  
For further information visit
http://eng.taiwan.net.tw

www.travelbulletin.co.ukApril 15 20166
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MAKES SENSE...Mel Saavedra (right) from Travel Sense is pictured with members of The Global
Travel Group after completing a three-day training course on the consortium's latest travel
systems. Pictured with Mel are, from the left: Mark Rowlands, Delyth Moulton, Rhian Herbert 
and Rob Griffiths.

New summer flights to Crete on sale from £29.90 with Norwegian 
NORWEGIAN IS continuing its UK expansion by putting on sale a new route from Gatwick to Crete with fares 
from £29.90.

The new service marks the fifth new summer route from the carrier this year, with the three times weekly
flights commencing on April 28 on 186-seat Boeing 737-800 aircraft, which offer free Wi-Fi.

The airline has also increased the number of Gatwick flights to Corfu, Pula and Berlin this summer;
holidaymakers can benefit from twice-weekly services to the Greek island of Corfu and the Croatian city of Pula,
while leisure and business travellers can choose from 13 departures every week to the German capital, Berlin.

The carrier's chief commercial officer, Thomas Ramdahl, said: “Crete is a fantastic addition to our growing UK
route network which now serves more than 40 destinations non-stop. Travel patterns have changed and so Crete
offers an attractive alternative for sun-seekers. With affordable fares from £29.90, we expect Brits to flock to the
Greek island this summer with the added bonus of having free Wi-Fi on board our flights.”

Taiwan Tourism Bureau launches 'Asia's Best Kept Secret' campaign

Celebrate Rory’s
birthday this May

with Haven
RORY THE TIGER will be
celebrating his birthday
with a party break from May
2-6, taking place across all
36 coastal parks. Guests
can join Rory, Ned, Bradley
Bear, Anxious the Elephant,
Greedy the Gorilla and Polly
and enjoy party dances, cup
cake decorating and
birthday crafts.
Each of the company's

characters will be hosting
their own four-night
midweek break for their
birthdays across various
dates throughout the year.
Prices lead in at £89 for

the whole family based on
up to four sharing 
a standard two-bedroom
caravan for four nights at
selected parks.
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Well another couple of weeks
full of events happening. Would someone
explain to me why someone would want a

selfie with a so-called suicide bomber? Why on
earth would you want to be seen with a possible
nutter?! Not sure who has the least brain cells - the
selfie taker or the hoax suicide bomber who took
over an Egyptair plane going from Alexandria to
Cairo and it landed at Larnaca!
The other thing I found slightly worrying was a

London man of Eritrean descent (who I must say
was quite smartly dressed) was taken off an easyJet
flight by armed police because another passenger
‘didn’t feel safe’. He was sat in his seat waiting to
take off from Rome to London and his name was
called out. He thought it was something to do with
luggage, but instead he was met by Italian armed
police and taken off the plane. When he asked why,
he was told ‘a fellow passenger had said she did not
feel comfortable with him on board’. That’s rather
insulting considering he wasn’t doing anything or
making a scene. I wouldn’t dream of saying anything
about how people look – obviously if they are drunk
or abusive it’s a different matter!
How sad to hear about Jewel in the Crown –

terrorists don’t think about the long term affect of
their actions; I read that Sharm el Sheikh is almost
a ghost town which is so sad. These people rely on
tourism and, through no fault of their own, they are
being made to pay a high price. The same applies to
Tunisia & Turkey. I hope flights start again soon - 
I certainly would still travel to Sharm.
Can’t wait for April 19 - I’m going with my friend

Anne to Tenerife from Leeds Bradford flying with
Jet2 which I won - will hopefully spend my birthday
in the sun. I am definitely suffering from sun
starvation!  
‘If you want to fly, you have to give up the stuff

that weighs you down’ and ‘It’s great to be happy but
it’s even better to bring happiness to others’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire To respond to any 

of Sandy’s comments email 
lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Normanton...
Notes from

MOVERS
�  TIM PRZYBYSZ has been appointed director of
commercial services at Best Western GB.

�  STAR CLIPPERS UK has appointed Emma Moody as
sales support executive.

�  DIAMOND GROUP Travel has appointed Rebecca
Dance as groups coordinator. Barry Oaten has also
joined the company as director of revenue and
planning.

�  MELANIE THOMSON has joined bmi regional as sales
manager for the north and Elaine Gibbins has been
appointed sales manager for the south.

�  ATTRACTION WORLD has appointed a new senior
team. Under the new structure, Simon Applebaum has
been appointed managing director; Nick Hughes
becomes director of sales & marketing; and former
MD, Paul Stobbs, will turn his attention to leading
Days Out With The Kids, as managing director, whilst
retaining an active involvement in the company as
group CEO. Tony Seaman will also take on day to day
responsibilities for brand and product within Days Out
With The Kids but will also act as chief operating
officer at a group level.

�  KEVIN PRESTON has been appointed product and
training manager of If Only…

�  CHRIS FOY has joined VisitBritain and VisitEngland as
head of business visits & events. 

�  KARELLE LAMOUCHE has been appointed senior vice
president for Economy and Budget hotels at
AccorHotels UK & Ireland.

�  THE HRS GROUP has promoted Flavio Ghiringhelli to
vice president of corporate solutions, South-West 
& Eastern Europe and Dirk Schmidt to managing
director corporate solutions.

�  INTREPID TRAVEL has appointed Gabriel Quiros as
business development manager for the South West,
Wales and Ireland.

Star Clippers brings chefs 
& sommeliers on board this summer
STAR CLIPPERS is bringing its top chefs and
sommeliers from across Europe on board its three
clippers this summer. 

The guests, including three Michelin starred chefs,
will offer presentations, themed cooking demonstrations
and wine tastings, and will be adding their flair to dishes
served in the ships’ restaurants.

On six dates this summer, on Star Clipper, sister ship
Star Flyer and the flagship Royal Clipper, the chefs and
their staff will sail Mediterranean waters off the coast of
Italy, Croatia and the Greek Island.  

As an example of itineraries, a seven-night Greek
islands round-trip from Athens on Star Clipper,
departing on May 14, will be top sommelier Fabien Riot,
while Michelin starred chef Christian Loisl and
sommelier Pascal Jolivet will join the ship on June 14. 
For details or to book call 0808-231 4798 or see
starclippers.co.uk
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Fancy a fam?
Travel 2 is giving nine agents the chance to
win a place on a family themed fam trip to
Dubai. The operator has teamed up with
Dubai Tourism, Emirates, Qantas and
Kerzner properties, Atlantis The Palm,

One&Only Royal Mirage and One&Only The
Palm to showcase the variety of family

experiences on offer. To be entered into the
prize draw, agents need to make a qualifying
booking to Dubai that includes flights with
Qantas or Emirates and a three-night
ground arrangement before July 31. For

details see travel2.com

Booking incentives
�MYBOOKINGREWARDS.COM (MBR) has
introduced a new ‘Fast Track’ facility to ensure
travel agents do not miss out on potential
booking rewards. The system finds all the
relevant reward programmes available for any
given hotel and allocates them against the
booking in one transaction – saving agents time
and speeding up their search process.

�AGENTS CAN earn £5 per head on Italy
bookings with Inghams. Prices start from £455
per person based on a seven-night stay in Lake
Garda and the incentive runs until April 30.

�1ST CLASS Holidays is running a competition to
win a holiday for two to Western Australia and
an incentive to celebrate its 20th anniversary.
For every booking made to Australia or New
Zealand, agents will be automatically entered
into a draw to win a holiday which includes
Economy flights from London to Perth, four
nights' five-star accommodation in Perth and
ten days' motorhome rental to explore the
destination. Bookings must include return
flights from the UK and seven nights' ground
arrangements. The offer is valid on all bookings
made by July 31 and the holiday (valid for two
people) must be taken between May 1, 2017
and June 30, 2017. In addition, for every
Western Australian booking made by June 30
including flights and seven nights' ground
arrangements, agents qualify for a £25
Love2Shop voucher. See 1stclassholidays.com  

�MELIA HOTELS is giving agents the chance to
win a Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge by making as
many bookings at meliapro.com for any of the
company’s luxury properties by April 29. The
agent who achieves the highest revenue will
win. 

PICTURED MARKING 30 years of Singapore Airlinesflying from Manchester direct to Singapore atManchester’s MOSI Museum of Science and Industryare, from the left: Wilson Yong, Singapore Airlines; KenGarrity, Ken Garrity Travel in Altrincham; and PatrickAlexander, Manchester Airport. Garrity saw the carrier’sfirst aircraft land in 1986 and has flown with the airlinemany times since. He said: “I have supported theservice since its first days and I’m pleased to see howwell it has done. The new aircraft are fitted with the newPremium Economy seats and my clients enjoy theservice on board, which is second to none.” 

April 15 2016
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CRUISE & MARITIME Voyages has
announced the launch of its 2017
preview brochure featuring Columbus,
the latest addition to its fleet, arriving
in June 2017. 

The new vessel, which joins
Magellan, Marco Polo, Astoria and
Astor, sails from London Tilbury
alongside Magellan and Astoria,
boosting departures from the 
south east.

The 2017 cruise brochure features
new sailings from Wales, departing
from Newport and Cardiff; additional
sailings from Newcastle, Dundee,
Liverpool and Bristol; and sailings
from Belfast and Dublin. One of the
highlights for 2017 is Magellan’s 120-
night Grand Round the World Cruise,
which also offers a choice of ten
shorter sectors.

New itineraries for 2017 include
cruises to cultural Spain, France,
Portugal and Gibraltar. The maiden
Columbus season includes a 46-night
voyage to Cuba, Central America and

the Caribbean, the highlights of which
include an overnight stay in Havana;
the chance to visit Chichen Itza, the
Mayan ruins in Mexico, Costa Rica,
Belize and Cartagena (Columbia); plus
visits to the Caribbean islands of
Jamaica, Antigua and Barbados. The
itinerary departs from Tilbury on
October 29, 2017 with fares from
£2,719 per person. 

The line’s newest ship will also
deliver experiences for its youngest
guests for the first time. Until now,
the company has operated as an
adult-only cruise line, but requests
from guests to bring children and
grand-children on board have
resulted in the line operating two
specific Columbus cruises in August
with no age restriction. 

Prices for seven-night cruises to the
Norwegian Fjords start from £99 per
child and £199 for a 14-night Canary
Islands and Madeira option. 

The brochure also features a choice
of deals such as a 'Buy One Get One

Free' early booking offer for
passengers who book by June 30 and
a supplement of 25% for single
travellers.  
For further information or to make 
a booking see cruiseandmaritime.com 

The Global Travel Group announces
Dubai conference line-up in May
JO FAIRLEY, entrepreneur and co-founder of the organic
chocolate company, Green & Black’s, will take to the
stage as The Global Travel Group’s guest speaker at this
year’s annual conference taking place in Dubai from 
May 23-25. 

Fairley will share her wealth of experience on how to
create, launch and grow a company along with
discussing the power of branding and why you should
never underestimate the intelligence of the consumer.
Sessions from social media expert Ginger Juice; email
marketing experts, New Zapp; Andy Harmer  vice-
president of Cruise Lines International Association
(CLIA) Europe; and the founder of digital agency, Clicky
Media will also join the line up. 
For details see theglobalconference.co.uk or call 0844-
826 4567.

Columbus

www.travelbulletin.co.ukApril 15 201610
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AVALON LAUNCH...Avalon Waterways has launched its newest
suite ship, Avalon Imagery II, at a ceremony at Engers on the
Rhine. Pictured marking the new launch are, from the left: the
line's president Patrick Clark, godmother Judy Bailey, the ship's
Captain Nico van den Boom and Globus family of brands general
manager (New Zealand), Troy Ackerman. Operating primarily on
the Rhine, the ship offers two decks of all-suite accommodation
and caters for 128 passengers. For details email
agencysales@avaloncruises.co.uk or visit avaloncruises.co.uk

Jewel Resorts Jamaica launches ‘Single in September’ deal
JEWEL RESORTS Jamaica is offering a ‘Single in September’ deal at its all-inclusive, adults-only properties.
Available from September 1-30, prices across both Jewel Dunn’s River and Jewel Paradise Cove resorts will be
free from single occupancy supplements.

Suzy Trott, the company's UK commercial director, said: “Statistically one in four British adults is regarded as
single. Add to this all those wannabe travellers whose partners either will not or cannot join them, and that’s 
a potential market in excess of five million people. It’s astonishing, then, that the single traveller continues to be
somewhat ignored by mainstream tour operators or forced to pay an unfairly high single supplement. That’s
something we would like to see change, so as a trial we’ve created a new ‘Single in September’ price especially
for solo travellers.”  

During September, the resorts will also offer single guests the opportunity to join in group activities or dine
together in small groups accompanied by one of the hotel’s ‘Gems’ – a member of hotel team designated to bring
guests together to meet up and socialise.

Kuoni is offering lead-in prices from £1,699 including accommodation on an all-inclusive basis, transfers and
flights with Virgin departing Gatwick in September.

Columbus debut from C&M Voyages with 46-night Cuba voyage
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Where Am I?

Established in 1780 this UNESCO listed site functioned as 
a British Garrison and houses a community of around 100 old
garrison buildings of historical and architectural interest.

Today the focal point of the complex is the Savannah, which
is now the island's only racetrack. 

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, April 21st. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for 1st April is Lisa Gilham, The Co-operative

Travel in Cambs.

April 1 Solution: A=2    B=8    C=4    D=1

Number: 015

Across 
1. They say you will Wake Up Wonderful in one

of their hotels (7,3)
5. English actor, Orlando (5)
6. Electronic money transfer, Pay___ (3)
7. Wightlink ferries leave here for Yarmouth (9)
8. Largest of the Cook Islands (9)
10. Denpasar, Bali International airport code (3)
11. German shepherd recently awarded the

Dickin Medal for gallantry (5)
13. Capital of St Kitts and Nevis (10)

Down 
1. Celebrity recruit featured on BBC's The Sally

Army & Me (4,1,`5)
2. Melbourne Tullamarine International airport

code (3)
3. Owner of Chelsea FC, ___ Abramovich (5)
4. American actress starring in the West End

show, Sunset Boulevard (5,5)
5. Minsk is the capital (7)
6. Thailand resort city, known for its nightlife (7)
9. Kent tourist attraction, The Canterbury ___

(5)
12. Could prompt you to think of a sports

accessory (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
please see page 30

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

01
5

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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The state of Karnataka in India has one of the most sensitive and
diverse tropical forests where a number of wildlife and conservation
projects are supported by the Government and incoming tourism. We
are encouraging the state's young people to take part in the study and
protect the wildlife and flora and fauna in the region's pristine tropical
forests. We’ve noticed that more and more young people have become
avid nature enthusiasts following their experiences in the national
parks and jungle, and our environmental project will help to protect
our wildlife and ensure that there will still be wild animals for our
visitors to observe.”

Emmanuel Devapriya, Deccan Dreams

“

“
We feel that using young people as
innovation catalysts is the key to a truly ‘blue
ocean strategy’ in eco-tourism going
forwards. The Serena teams on the ground
have noticed a growing trend in the activities
that we do – such as turtle and butterfly
conservation, tree planting etc - whereby the
youth inject new life, ideas and impetus to
these more traditional eco-tourism
activities.”

Richard Ndiga, Serena Hotels

“

“

“

“

Continuing our eco-
tourism theme, we ask
industry experts for
their views on emerging
trends and predictions...

www.travelbulletin.co.uk12

#traveltrends

April 15 2016

As the first country in the world to incorporate the protection of the
environment into its constitution, Namibia is still a leader on the
ecotourism front, and is well positioned to tap into the growing market
of environmentally conscious travellers. To date, around 14% of its land
is protected and since 1999 more than 10,000 game have been
relocated to other countries. Namibia’s legacy of sustainable policies
continues to bolster demand for its wildlife and adrenaline focused
destinations, especially Etosha National Park and Swakopmund.

Arno Delport, Sales & Marketing Manager at Acacia Africa

“Across our hotels, we’ve seen
our guests keen to ensure they
are making good choices which
contribute to helping local people
and environments. To encourage
this, in 2013, we launched Plan
BEE, a programme designed to
conserve biodiversity by helping
protect the endangered Asian
honeybee against the threat of
extinction, provide an extra
source of income for less
privileged communities and help
our hotels rely more on locally
sourced material. Today, honey
from the Plan BEE project,
grown locally in Thailand, is
purchased by our hotels and
served during breakfast and is
also incorporated into
treatments at Breeze Spa and
introduced in specialty
mocktails.” 

Peter Henley, 
ONYX Hospitality Group

Guests are demanding deeper
connections and more meaningful
experiences. Venturing beyond the hotel to
see the local culture and eat the local
foods is a trend we are expecting to grow
even more and at a rapid rate.
Additionally, there has been a sharp spike
in hotels around the US going green by
having water and energy saving
programmes or organic and locally grown
room service meals or minibar snacks.

Rebecca Evans, Funway Holidays 

“

“

“

“
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Industry
Insight by...

Neil Basnett, chief executive of the Elite Travel
Group, has a few points to make when fighting
agents’ corners...

Whether we are travel agents, tour
operators, cruise companies, tourist
boards or any other sector of our industry,

we all have to stick to ever-tightening budgets. For
many of us - especially operators - one of our
biggest annual expenditures is participation in
travel conferences and I know that at Elite, we
strive to arrange our conferences at realistic
prices that offer value for money for all delegates.
Why is it then that our leading travel association –
ABTA seems to totally ignore pricing concerns and
arranges its conference in Abu Dhabi at 
a staggering lead-in price of nearly £1,500 just to
attend including air travel and accommodation
costs? I am sure that the hotel and destination are
superb and that an interesting programme will be
arranged, but at ‘early bird’ prices like this, does
ABTA ever pause to consider why travel agents
have simply stopped going to this conference in
the numbers that used to? Tour operators will
attend if they have agents to talk to, so perhaps
the relevance of this conference has diminished to
the extent that travel consortia conferences will be
the only ones that will survive.  
To whom do clients belong? One of our

members had two sets of Business Class clients
affected by massive over-booking problems by 
a well known airline over the Easter period. The
reservations had been made by the agent through
two separate consolidators but the clients were
contacted directly by the airline, asking them to
change their flight arrangements. Most clients are
not used to such situations and one set accepted
the change and lost two days of their holiday as
well as £480 of hotel accommodation. The others
did not accept and were offered free flights: the
clients lost their holiday to Japan. Perhaps the
airline knew only too well that the consolidators
and especially the agent (whose clients they really
are) would fight their corner in a much stronger

way than clients ever would as they appreciate
customers’ custom perhaps more than an airline
does. Such actions by an airline are totally
unacceptable and only harm the customer care
image of the travel industry: it just brings me back
to my original question.....whose clients are they?
I recently had to make return reservations for 

a valued client to travel back to London from
Toronto for a week. I eventually booked it for him
directly with another well known airline at a total
cost of just under £1,000. This compared to a price
of nearly £1,900 if it had been booked via a GDS
system through a consolidator. Including my fee, 
I saved the client over £800. It annoys me
therefore when this particular airline still pretends
to value its working relationship with the travel
industry when there are such anomalies in prices.
I proved my personal worth to a loyal client and
the carrier filled a seat on their flights: if he had
not been such a loyal client, I could have waved
goodbye to his custom and he would forever after
just book himself directly. 
Apparently, residents of Leicestershire get the

most sleep, snoozing an average of seven and 
a half hours a night. They are followed by those
living in Worcestershire and Edinburgh, who have
around seven hours’ shut-eye. For those who lie
awake in Herefordshire and East Yorkshire, they
are the worst as they only sleep for five and a half
hours at the most. The ideal amount apparently is
seven and a half hours, so if you feel constantly
tired at work then perhaps you should seriously
consider moving to Leicestershire. Is this the
possible explanation for Leicester City’s seemingly
unstoppable march to being football’s Premier
League champions? And if Brummie is the least
romantic accent for a date apparently, then could
that explain why Aston Villa’s poor footballers are
so unhappy and are heading at an alarming pace
for the Championship? 

bulletinbriefing
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training

CHINA LINKS Travel, in cooperation with the Japan
National Tourism Organisation (JNTO), has introduced 
a new training module to its website for agents to
discover more about the destination and sell Japan 
with confidence.
With six modules available, the training originates from

the JNTO and can be completed upon registration within
30 minutes. Agents can start with the basics such as
where the destination is, how big it is, its airports, who
flies there, when’s the best time to visit, with follow up
test questions all in a multiple choice format. 
Modules include Japan Basics 1, Japan Basics 2,

Japanese Culture, Stay & Explore, Golden Route and
Special Interest. They don’t have to be completed all at
once and, upon completion, agents receive a certificate
and a congratulation pack that includes a Green tea Kit
Kat, Time Out guide and face pack. 

Charlie Cooper, UK sales manager for the tour
operator, said: “Japan is a destination which more
customers will undoubtedly be asking for - it’s a great
country that has so much to offer to all ages and is easy
to get around with fantastic rail systems. It doesn’t have
to be expensive especially if your customer is happy to go
semi-escorted, but we advise booking early as demand
can often outweigh supply. The many beaches the
destination offers can also make a lovely add-on too.”
The company is also running an agent competition

which means that for every booking made through the
operator, agents will automatically be entered into a
monthly draw to win a £75 Wagamamma’s voucher. More
bookings increase the chances of winning and winners
will be notified by the operator. 
The trade portal can be accessed at
chinalinkstravel.co.uk/agents

China Links Travel teams up with JNTO to offer new training on agent portal

Tourisme Québec updates agents at roadshow & celebrates flight routes 
TOURISME QUÉBEC and six regional tourism partners headed to the UK last month as part of a two-day roadshow to
update travel agents and product managers who sell Canada on Québec’s destination news, including new flight launches
as well as key product updates and developments for 2016/17.
Representatives from Québec Authentique, Saguenay Lac St Jean, Québec Maritime, Charlevoix, Laurentians and

Québec City joined Bard Nordby from Tourisme Québec’s head office to meet with 60 travel agents at a quiz night
sponsored by Fairmont Hotels & Resorts and Air Transat, held at Le Meridien Piccadilly. The quiz night’s grand prize of 
a 16-night holiday to Québec was won by Elliot Fisher from Trailfinders. This was followed by a workshop with 11 key
Canada product managers the following day. 
Three airlines are to launch new routes to Montreal in May. Air Transat has announced the launch of a new flight from

Glasgow to Montréal, opening up the Québec region to Scottish travellers. Flights will depart every Monday from May 30,
with prices starting from £385 return per person. In addition, Wow air and Icelandair have both announced new routes
from the UK to Montreal via Reykjavik. Wow air’s new service from three UK airports will begin on May 4 from Gatwick,
May 12 from Bristol and July 13 from Edinburgh, with prices starting from £99 one-way per. 
Meanwhile, Icelandair’s new route will commence on May 19 and will operate four times weekly. Prices start from

£380 return from Gatwick, Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow and Aberdeen, and from £397 from Heathrow.
For more information visit quebecoriginal.com/en-gb
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Pictured at the roadshow are, from the left: Guillaume Delbecque,
Al Seef Resort & Spa by Andalus; Shajeer Latif, Al Burj Travel;
prize winner Yvonne Clews from Kanoo Travel; Shauna Hoey,
Etihad Airways; Alexandra Docherty, Fairmont Hotels & Resorts;
and Nabeel Al Zarouni, TCA Abu Dhabi.

THE ABU Dhabi Tourism & Culture
Authority roadshow got off to 
a strong start with 80 travel industry
professionals visiting the Etihad
Stadium in Manchester to discover
what the destination has to offer. 
The event, co-sponsored by Etihad

Airways, gave sales staff from 
a variety of travel agents and tour
operators the opportunity to hear

from 13 key Abu Dhabi partners
including Al Burj Travel & Tours, Big
Bus Abu Dhabi, Dusit Thani Abu
Dhabi, Fairmont Bab Al Bahr, Hala
Abu Dhabi, Jannah Hotels & Resorts,
Andalus Hotels & Resorts, Mafraq
Hotel & Spa, Hyatt Hotels, Rayna
Destination Management, Rotana
Hotels, Starwood Hotels & Resorts
and Yas Viceroy Abu Dhabi. 

Guests were treated to an
Arabian-themed buffet, posed for
photos holding a live falcon - the
national bird of the UAE - and
dabbled in traditional culture with
Emirati-style henna painting. 
An Abu Dhabi quiz left several

lucky winners leaving with prizes,
including four multiple-night stays
in Abu Dhabi itself. The top prize of
the night went to Yvonne Clews from
Kanoo Travel, who won two return
flights with Etihad Airways, two
nights at Fairmont Bab Al Bahr, two
nights at Al Seef Resort & Spa by
Andalus, one night at Emirates
Palace and two theme park passes
for Ferrari World Abu Dhabi and Yas
Waterworld. 
Nabeel Al Zarouni, UK country

manager for TCA Abu Dhabi, said: “It
was wonderful to see so many
people in attendance. There is a real
appetite for Abu Dhabi at the
moment, with more and more
people switching on to what a safe,
accessible and incredibly varied
destination it really is.” 

Funway revamps agent website 
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS has redesigned its information
tool for the travel trade to aid with training agents
about the US, Caribbean and Mexico.
The operator’s dedicated trade website,

funway4agents.co.uk, now features improved content
and enhanced functionality and an engaging new look
to assist agents in maximising sales opportunities. 
One of the enhancements to the website includes

details of the operator’s latest ‘special offers’ which is
now categorised by destination, then by regional
departures. Plus, it gives agents the option to
download in either JPEG or PDF format, to print
agency window posters or post on Facebook to share
with clients.   
Rebecca Evans, senior marketing executive for the

company, said: “We are big believers in helping agents
develop their knowledge to improve sales. Up-to-date
deals, offers and information on the product is key to
this and it is the overriding reason behind the revamp. 
“The new site marks significant investment in the

UK trade and we are confident that it will enable more
agents to inspire their customers.”
The operator is also planning further developments

to the website in the future.
Visit funway4agents.co.uk for further information.

Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority roadshow visits Manchester agents
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CELEBRATE WITH CMV…
Nicola Pearce from
Cruise & Maritime
Voyages presents

chocolate treats and a
bottle of wine to prize

winner Colin Curtis from
Radstock Co Operative

Travel.

PLAIN SAILING…Andy Harmer (left), operations 
& director for CLIA UK & Ireland, and memberships
services co-ordinator, Megan Saunders (second
from left), discuss the latest cruise industry
developments with, from the left: Ian McCaughan,
Co Operative Travel; Caroline Bowler, Travel
Counsellors; Matthew Hiscocks, Co Operative
Travel; Debbie Haydon, Travel Counsellors; and
Janet Brimble, Compass Worldwide Travel.

ADVENTURE AGENTS…Byron
Davis from G Adventures
(middle) advises attentive
agents on the operator’s river
cruise product.

SEAFARER SUCCESS…
Felicity Ralfs from

Butterfly Travel and
Michael Eaves (right)

from Travel Counsellors
both win a £100 voucher
off any Variety cruises
or Seafarer holidays

product from Seafarer’s
Simos Bakas.

A wave of excitement was felt at 
the Mercure Bristol Grand Hotel 

as Travel Bulletin presented its first Cruise
Showcase event to Bristol travel agents. In

association with CLIA, and with a wide range of
cruise specialists and exhibitors, agents got the
chance to discover more about this increasingly

popular industry sector, enjoy some delicious food
and win some great prizes…

eventbulletin
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GREAT RAIL GOSSIP…Discussing cruise holiday options with Great Rail Journeys’ Sue
Cooper (left) are, from the left: Jonathan Eftichiou, Moseley Travel; Caroline Elliker,

Chris Wilcocks and Rachel Ball from Wotten Travel; and Janice Horrigan, Hays Travel.

17www.travelbulletin.co.uk April 15 2016

AGENTS WELCOME…Enjoying the
evening’s drinks reception are, from

the left: Tracey Ellis and Eileen
Skuse from Thomas Cook Westbury;

Hannah Newbury, Radstock Co
Operative Travel; and David Voyce,

Thomas Cook Clifton.

eventbulletin

RIVIERA REWARD…Tom Morgan (left) from Riviera
Travel presents prize winner Elliott Long from
Trailfinders with a £50 voucher.

REGENT SMILES…clockwise round the table
from the front left, Jack Bauer, Joss Everitt
and Lee Filsell from Trailfinders listen to

Kelly-Marie Gregg and Ed Lang from Regent
Seven Seas Cruises as they present the
line’s latest product news; with Travel

Counsellor Michael Eaves; and Greg Levitt
and Laisa Alves from Trailfinders.

TAUCK TREAT…Malika Belhajjam (left) from
Trailfinders wins a bottle of Lanson Champagne
from Tauck's Emma Taylor.

Fancy joining in the showcase fun?
Travel Bulletin will be hosting its Africa Showcase in Leeds on April 25 and Airline
Showcase in Edinburgh on May 16. Agents interested in attending can secure their

place by emailing gemma.reeve@travelbulletin.co.uk

NCL WIN…Janet Brimble
from Compass Worldwide
Travel receives her prize of a
£100 Love2Shop voucher from
Neal Hussey of Norwegian
Cruise Line (Bahamas). 
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FOR AN ASTRONOMICAL adventure in Colorado, the Little Nell in Aspen is offering a stargazing
experience as part of its Richmond Ridge Romance Package or independently based on availability.
Accompanied by the resort’s own adventure concierge as well as an expert astronomy guide, guests
can experience the great outdoors and get a glimpse of meteors, quarter moons and constellations
while sipping Champagne. The cost per Jeep is £351 with rooms available from £714 per night. 
Visit thelittlenell.com

Visit California launches
agent super fam

IN PARTNERSHIPwith British
Airways, Visit California is
offering 60 agents the chance
to experience the best that the
Golden State has to offer on a
California super fam, which is
now in its ninth year.
Noting the centennial of

America's National Park
Service, the tourist office
has hailed 2016 as the ‘Year
of Outdoor’. 
Joanna Cooke, trade

marketing director for the
tourism organisation, said: “To
celebrate, this year’s super
fam has an exciting outdoor
theme and agents who win a
place will enjoy the finale in a
surprise location.”
The trip will provide

agents with the opportunity
to discover the state through
one of five experiential
itineraries - culinary, culture
& entertainment, luxury 
& indulgence, family and
outdoor adventure. 
Cooke said: “The super fam

prides itself on being one of
the industry’s most
experiential fam trips.
Whether it’s wine tasting, surf
lessons, spotting migrating
whales off California’s Central
Coast or hiking in the High
Sierras, these adventures
ensure agents return to the
UK excited, inspired and
brimming with California
confidence.”
To be in with a chance of

winning a place, agents need
to confirm a booking with
British Airways to any of the
four California gateway cities
including Los Angeles (LAX),
San Diego (SAN), San
Francisco (SFO) or San Jose
(SJC), and then log bookings
made by July 29 at
traveltrade.visitcalifornia.co.uk
The more BA flights to

California booked, the
greater the chance of
winning, plus an additional
entry is offered for every
flight booked to San Jose.

usa

GREAT RAIL Journeys is offering five Great
American Railroad tours for holidaymakers
to discover the US’ diverse range of
destinations for 2016. 

‘USA Coast to Coast’ is a 21-day itinerary
featuring some of America’s most iconic
sights including the Statue of Liberty, the
White House, the landscapes of the Wild
West, the Rockies, the Grand Canyon,
Hollywood Boulevard and the Golden 
Gate Bridge. 

Priced from £3,895 per person, with 11
departure dates remaining between April
and October, it includes overnight train
journeys on Amtrak trains - Capitol Limited,
California Zephyr, Southwest Chief and the
Coast Starlight, as well as heritage train
journeys such as the Grand Canyon Railway
and the Durango & Silverton Railroad. 
The tour is also available on a special 21-
day itinerary. 

Starting from £5,995 per person,
‘Premium USA Coast to Coast’ offers an
enhanced experience of the coast to coast
adventure, including three nights at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel, a trip on the heritage
Royal Gorge Railroad, a flight over the
Grand Canyon and a night on the RMS
Queen Mary. Seven departures are
scheduled between April and October.

With a lead in price of £1,995 per person,
and eight departures over September and
October, a ten-day ‘New England in the Fall’
offers a seasonal adventure on America’s
East Coast, while ‘Las Vegas & the Golden

West Tour’ is priced from £2,595 for a 15-
day journey through America’s West Coast,
with six departures running between April
and September. 

For music lovers the operator
recommends the 14-day ‘Tracks of the
Deep South’ tour, combining traditional
Southern charm with the stories of some of
the country’s most famous musicians. With
prices starting from £2,545, the tour has
five remaining departure dates this year
and leads travellers on a rail tour through
the heartland of great American music.

Meanwhile, a journey around ‘America’s
Great National Parks’ celebrates the 100th
birthday of America’s National Park Service.
With two departures available on August 9
and October 11 and priced from £2,895, the
16-day tour takes in the US’ natural gems
and scenery at Glacier, Yellowstone, 
Grand Teton, Arches and Canyonlands
National Parks. 

Louise Heatley, head of product and
contracting for the operator, said: “With an
annual increase in visitors from the UK to
the US, and over four million making the
trip in 2015 alone, there has never been 
a better time to head across the pond. We
currently offer 12 tours to America,
including the exceedingly popular USA
Coast to Coast, and we are very excited
about adding more US tours to our portfolio
for 2017.”
Visit greatrail.com or call 0800-240 4470 for
further details.

GRJ takes to the tracks with five railroad adventures for 2016
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SEAWORLD ORLANDO has opened
Manatee Rehabilitation, a five-acre
area for guests to see the 
behind-the-scenes rescue and
rehabilitation work it does to help
save wild manatees.  

Although a guided tour of the entire
facility has been available for years,
with 10% of the cost donated to
helping wildlife, the park has now
opened up sections of the manatee
rehabilitation area for complimentary
viewing to all guests, enabling them to
come face-to-face with animals that
have been ill or injured, and follow
their journey to recovery.

Visitors are invited to learn more
about the plight of these vulnerable
animals in the wild, see firsthand the
top problems today’s manatee
populations are facing and learn

simple actions to help. In addition to
viewing the animals currently
undergoing rehabilitation, guests can
also see their digital medical charts,
interactive exhibits, an underwater
viewing camera and videos of the
Animal Rescue Team in action.

The organisation hopes to generate
awareness and educate visitors on
their simple mission, to return every
manatee they successfully rehabilitate
back to the wild. Guests now have the
opportunity to explore this working
facility, become inspired through the
stories of recently rescued manatees
and can even follow their journey back
to the ocean. The opportunity is one of
the first steps in the company’s vision
to ‘turn the park inside out’ and show
guests how the company is helping
wild animals in need.

In addition, the company has
pledged to put aside $2 for every in-
park experience pre-booked by
customers in the UK, which will be
collected and awarded as grants to UK
based charities that help protect
wildlife at home or overseas.
Visit seaworldcares.com or
seaworldparks.co.uk/conservation for
more information.

Manatee Rehabilitation
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AN UNDERWATER ART exhibition has made its debut in the Florida Keys. Created by Austrian art photographer Andreas Franke, the
exhibition is a continuation of the artist's Sinking World series and can be found 90ft below the surface of the Atlantic Ocean on the
weather deck of the world's second-largest artificial reef, the 523-foot Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg. To dive the site, UK visitors can book the
Morning Wreck and Reef tour operated daily at 08:30 by the Key West Dive Center. Prices start from around £60 per person for the four-
and-a-half-hour trip. Equipment rental is available at an extra cost. Visit fla-keys.co.uk

Delta Air Lines to launch direct service to Salt Lake City from Heathrow 
ON APRIL 24, Delta Air Lines will become the first airline to fly non-stop from Heathrow to Utah’s Salt Lake City,
giving Brits direct access to America’s mountain west for the first time. 

The service will operate daily during the summer, before switching to four times a week for the winter months.
Utah is home to the ‘Mighty 5’ - five of North America’s national parks made up of Arches, Bryce Canyon,

Canyonlands, Capital Reef and Zion, along with 14 ski resorts and mountain biking trails. But the state is not just
about pristine wilderness; Salt Lake City itself, which has the youngest average population of any state capital,
features award winning restaurants, a vibrant craft brewery scene and shopping at City Creek Center. Visitors can
also explore historic Temple Square, which is the home of the Mormon Church and ranks as Utah’s top tourist
attraction, with tours offered daily.

Becky Johnson, global specialist at the Utah Office of Tourism, said: “The launch of Delta’s new non-stop
London to Salt Lake City service is a very exciting development for tour operators, holidaymakers and the state of
Utah alike. We’re looking forward to welcoming a significant increase in British visitors and showing them
everything our beautiful state has to offer this summer including our ‘Mighty 5’ national parks.”
To find out more go to visitutah.com/uk or visit delta.com

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

SeaWorld Orlando invites guests behind the scenes at Manatee Rehabilitation
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Family fun in Philly with new exhibitions 
THE PHILADELPHIA CONVENTION & Visitors Bureau is
encouraging families to take advantage of the removal of
Air Passenger Duty (APD) for all children aged between 12
and 15 and book a family trip to Philadelphia. Whether
children are animal-lovers, film fans or history buffs, three
new exhibitions are available to cater to different tastes.

Australia's little blue penguins have made their way to
Adventure Aquarium, a few minutes from downtown
Philadelphia, and visitors can get up close as they swim
through the water and play on the beach at the new Little
Blue Beach exhibition. Tickets cost approximately £19 per
adult and £14 per child. See adventureaquarium.com

For film fans, ‘The Science Behind Pixar’ exhibition offers
a unique look at the award-winning Pixar films to show
visitors how Woody, Nemo and other characters come to
life on screen. The interactive exhibition begins its first
national tour at Philadelphia's The Franklin Institute until
September 5. Adult tickets cost from approximately £21 and
£18 for a child. Visit fi.edu/exhibit/science-behind-pixar

Back by popular demand, the Dinosaurs Unearthed
exhibition has invaded the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Drexel University with life-size animatronic dinosaurs and
new interactive elements. Open from June 25, it includes 
a dig site for young paleontologists, a Dino Detective touch-
screen quiz and chances to control dinosaur movements.
Adult tickets cost from £13 and child tickets are
approximately £10. Visit ansp.org
To learn more go to discoverPHL.com
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Explore launches 2017 eclipse trips
EXPLORE HAS launched four specially designed US trips to
witness the natural phenomenon of the lunar eclipse in
2017. Guests can soak up the views in the national parks,
stop off at iconic sites such as the Grand Canyon and
experience the natural phenomenon accompanied by 
a local astronomer.

As an example of some of the itineraries available, the
operator’s nine-day ‘Idaho Falls Eclipse’ journeys from Salt
Lake City to Bozeman. During the trip guests can hike
through the landscapes of Grand Teton National Park, enjoy
the Mammoth Hot Springs in Yellowstone National Park and
witness the total eclipse from Idaho Falls, nestled in the
Rocky Mountains. Trips depart in August 2017 and cost from
£2,599 per person. 

Alternatively, a new 12-day ‘Portland to Seattle Eclipse’ trip
offers a mix of lively cityscapes, national parks and the
unique spectacle of the total eclipse. Guests can discover the
Rose Gardens and Saturday markets of Portland, visit Mount
St Helens and walk the Eruption Trail to the ridge of the
volcano and discover Seattle. The total eclipse is viewed in
Salem in the company of an astronomer, with a hike in Mount
Rainier National Park and travel on to the Ohanapecosh
River. The trip departs on August 18 next year and costs from
£2,795 per person. 

Both prices include flights, accommodation, some meals,
transport and the services of a leader, driver and astronomer.
For more information visit explore.co.uk or 
call 0125-288 4723.
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SUPERBREAK HAS completed the
expansion of its US programme with
new hotels, destinations, flight
options, cruise and airport stopovers
plus new entertainment choices. The
development comes as part of the
operator’s mid-haul expansion,
focusing on short breaks of five nights
or less. 

Whilst the operator has always
featured the US, the growth sees the
programme increase significantly and
offers agents a greater choice. The
operator now features more than 700
hotels in America with many key hotel
brands featured that can be booked as
hotel only or part of a full package.
Key short break cities include New
York City, Las Vegas, Miami, Orlando,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston
and Washington with many other
destinations available.

As an example of packages, New
York is priced from £585 per person
including flights with Norwegian from
Gatwick, four nights at the Days Hotel
Broadway on a room-only basis, 23kg
baggage allowance and in-flight 
meals and taxes, based on a January
2017 departure. 

Alternatively, three nights in Las
Vegas leads in at £630 including flights
with Thomas Cook Airlines from
Glasgow, three nights at the Hard
Rock & Casino on a room-only basis,
23kg of baggage and in-flight 
meals and taxes, based on a May 
2017 departure. 

The operator is now able to offer
overnight pre- or post-cruise and
flight options throughout America,
while entertainment experiences can
also be added to packages. On
Broadway shows such as Disney’s new

musical Aladdin, Finding Neverland,
Jersey Boys and Lion King can be pre-
booked, while in Las Vegas there is the
chance to enjoy various shows
including Cirque de Soleil’s Michael
Jackson ONE. 
For more information call 0190-443
6000 or visit superbreak.com/agents

SuperBreak’s Scott James (left) has been
promoting the operator’s US programme to
agents and delivering some American
sweeties. Pictured with him is Lorraine
Broadhurst from Broads Travel in Lichfield
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NOTING AN INCREASING demand from clients to delve deeper into a country's culture and traditions, Funway Holidays is offering an 11-
day ‘Gone With The Wind’ coach tour. Highlights include visiting Atlanta - hometown of Margaret Mitchell, the author of ‘Gone With The
Wind’, before heading west to Augusta and on to Charleston to admire the architecture and explore the Historic District. Guests will then
travel further south to discover historical Savannah and have the chance to soak up the sights and sounds of New Orleans. The tour ends
with a visit to experience the musical legacy of Memphis and Nashville. Prices are from £1,999 per person including accommodation and
flights with Virgin Atlantic from Heathrow, based on October 1 travel for two adults sharing. 

usa

WHETHER ADMIRING grizzlies roaming in untamed landscapes, observing migrating herds of caribou across the tundra
or spotting puffins, sea lions and otters from the deck of an expedition cruise ship, Alaska is able to offer a wide range
of wild experiences throughout the summer months. 

With an increasing range of tours available from the UK, there are now more options for Brits to explore the state.
Wildlife Worldwide's ‘Alaska Bear Odyssey’ combines two prime locations for seeing grizzly bears: Katmai National

Park and Kodiak Island. The tour is priced from £6,295 per person including flights, ten nights' accommodation and
selected activities. Visit wildlifeworldwide.com

Abercrombie and Kent's 13-day ‘Alaskan Ultimate Experience’ offers a combination of stays in leading hotels and
lodges with private flying excursions and glacier landings, hiking, fishing, kayaking, glacier-climbing and wildlife
viewing. The tour leads in at £11,580 including flights, accommodation and activities. Visit abercrombieandkent.co.uk 

Meanwhile, from Royal Caribbean, the ‘Kantishna Select Wilderness & Wildlife’ cruise tour is one of two new 12-
night Alaska cruises for 2017, and offers activities such as hiking Exit Glacier, kayaking and biking at Eklutna Lake,
travelling on the Alaska railroad to Denali National Park and two nights at the exclusive Kantishna Backcountry lodge. 

The second new cruise is the ‘Katmai Bear Trek & Kantishna Fly Over’ cruise tour, which offers the chance for brown
bear viewing at Katmai Park and Preserve, as well as two nights in Denali or Anchorage. Visit royalcaribbean.co.uk

Princess Cruises has also launched ‘Cook My Catch’, a culinary experience enabling guests to enjoy their own catch
of the day whilst on their cruise holiday. The experience is available during port calls in Juneau and Ketchikan, as well
as land and sea vacations featuring stays at Kenai Princess Wilderness Lodge and Copper River Princess Wilderness
Lodge. As guests return they can select their preferred preparation and accompaniments to be prepared by the
culinary team and enjoy their very own, wild Alaska seafood. Visit princess.com 

SuperBreak adds new hotels, destinations & flight options to US programme

Operators to Alaska promote selection of back-to-nature summer tours 
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      AND THE CHANCE TO CHILL TOO

   NON-STOP ACTION 
 

 
 

         NEW IN SUMMER 2016

age to 

A Discovery Cove Ultimate Package is like 2 holidays in 1. 
Scream for pulse-racing coasters, exhilarating water rides and new 
thrills like Mako at SeaWorld and Cobra’s Curse at Busch Gardens. 
There’s also the chance to make new friends with amazing animal 
encounters, and then relax on white sand beaches, lazy rivers and 
more. It’s Orlando like you’ve never experienced before.

Experience all four parks with the Discovery Cove Ultimate Package.  Includes an all-inclusive 
day at Discovery Cove (dolphin swim or non-dolphin swim), 14 days unlimited admission to 
SeaWorld Orlando, Busch Gardens Tampa Bay, and Aquatica. Free unlimited parking too!

For more information contact your preferred ticket 
provider or visit www.seaworldparksagents.co.uk

       16:47
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There are many, many, wonderful things to see and do
in the USA. This is one of the reasons given for the
lack of American passport holders. After all, why

travel when so much is on your doorstep?
With all this choice it is difficult to understand why some

repeat visitors do the same thing each time they go back to
the states. I mean, just how many times do you want to
queue at an amusement park in one lifetime?  
When I’m away I like seeing or doing something unusual

- stuff that makes you think ‘what was the point of that?’ At
the top of my ‘what was the point of that’ bucket list is 
a baseball hanging at a home in Indiana.
When he became a father, Michael Carmichael wanted to

do something that he could share with his son. So, he
decided to paint a baseball. The son applied the first coat
on January 1, 1977. 
Carmichael was going to cut the second ball in half once

he completed the 1,000th coat. He is a professional painter
and is fascinated by the cross-section formed by many
layers of paint.
Luckily for my bucket list, he just kept going. The ball is

painted every day by one of the Carmichaels and by the end
of 2016 it should have more than 25,000 coats of latex paint
and weigh over two and a half tons.  
Visitors to the Carmichaels, who live in Alexandria, 

a town around 50 miles from Indianapolis, don’t just get the
opportunity to marvel at this shrine to weird hobbies, they
can paint it as well. Then afterwards they can buy a ‘I
painted the world’s largest ball of paint’ t-shirt, as well as
getting a certificate.
Some people go to the USA to see Mickey Mouse, visitors

to this non-regulation size baseball get to help maintain 
a world record. I know which one I would prefer.
There are no set opening times but visitors are requested

to call 765-724-4088 first. For more information visit
ballofpaint.freehosting.net 

John discovers 
a new US 
attraction to add 
to the bucket list

by John Guinn
, holiday resea

rcher

Our regular guest columnist, John Guinn, runs Holiday
Hut and regularly contributes to UK Health Radio.

Intrepid Travel celebrates National
Park centenary with new trips
INTREPID TRAVEL is marking the 100th anniversary of
the US National Park Service this year with a collection
of new trips that will take travellers deep into the
American wilderness.

The four active one-off trips include cycling through
southern Utah, kayaking in Yellowstone, sailing off the
coast of Florida and hiking beneath California’s ancient
sequoia trees.

Michael Edwards, UK managing director for the
operator, said: “These trips will give travellers the
chance to really get under the skin of America’s great
National Parks. Rather than skimming the surface,
we’re encouraging travellers to celebrate all the parks
have to offer – whether that’s on foot, bike, kayak or
boat – and have some serious adventure.”

‘Hike and Kayak Yellowstone’ explores the world’s
first designated National Park, home to wolves,
grizzlies and the densest concentration of geysers on
the planet. After checking out the highlights of
Yellowstone National Park, including Old Faithful,
Fountain Paint Pots and the park’s own Grand Canyon,
the expedition heads deep into the wilderness for
hiking, including an exploration of nearby Grand Teton
National Park. Travellers will camp on secluded Grassy
Island, explore Jackson Lake by kayak and take a trip
down Snake River. The break is priced from £1,550 per
person and departs on September 2.

Alternatively, located in the Florida Keys, Dry
Tortugas is the most isolated and least visited National
Park in the US and is only accessible by boat or
seaplane. Consisting of 100sq.m across seven small
islands, the park is home to sea turtles, frigates 
and schools of fish, and is ideal for snorkelling and
beach experiences. 

The operator’s ‘Key West and Dry Tortugas Sailing
Adventure’ charts a course through tropical
archipelagos to Dry Tortugas National Park on a small
yacht with a maximum of eight travellers and includes 
a night to unwind at the end of the adventure in Key
West. It departs on October 15 and costs from £1,156.

Prices include accommodation, transport, selected
meals, activities and entry fees.
For more information visit intrepidtravel.com 
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FOLLOWING CONTINUED demand from customers, the family-friendly Roca Nivaria Gran Hotel in
Tenerife’s upmarket resort of Costa Adeje, has extended its all-inclusive hours for service at its main
cocktail bar. Guests booked on all-inclusive at the five-star hotel can also now benefit from a 40%
discount on all drinks not covered by the all-inclusive package throughout their entire stay, excluding
the mini-bar and room service. Visit adrianhoteles.com 

accommodationonly

AMResorts offers 24-
hour dining options 

AMRESORTS HAS rolled
out 24-hour dining across
its six luxury resort brands
that include 43 properties
in 21 destinations. 
As part of the new

offering, guests can now
enjoy at least one 24-hour
restaurant option included
under the signature
Endless Privileges,
UnlimitedLuxury and
Unlimited-Fun holiday
concepts.
The 24-hour restaurants

and menus vary by resort
and include à la carte and
buffet offerings, with each
property embracing local
flavours and ingredients to
showcase the destination. 
Colette Baruth, the

company’s senior vice
president for marketing,
sales, revenue
management and
distribution, said: “While
on holiday, travellers want
to forget about daily
routines and relax and
explore resort features in
their own time – from
dining to activities and
entertainment. Adding
more round-the-clock food
and beverage options
represents yet another
proof point of our ongoing
commitment to exceeding
guests’ expectations.” 

AccorHotels opens new hotels across Asia Pacific 
LAST YEAR AccorHotels opened more than 70 hotels across Asia Pacific, with the
group launching at least one new hotel per week. This year the group is on target to
reach 700 hotels across the region. 
New hotels include the SO Sofitel Hua Hin offering a beachside escape for guests

seeking a retreat in Thailand. Featuring private access to Cha-am Beach, the resort is
located two-and-a-half hours’ drive from Bangkok with facilities that include the
SoSpa and SoFit, as well as an adult-only solarium pool and a family-friendly pool. 
In Singapore and located ten minutes from the city centre is the Sofitel Singapore

Sentosa Resort & Spa. Set on 27 acres of tropical woodlands the property features 215
rooms and private villas and the largest SO Spa in the world, with 20 treatment
rooms, six outdoor spa pavilions, a float pool and Singapore’s only mud pool. The
resort’s leisure facilities include two pools, tennis, volleyball and badminton courts. 
Opening recently on Australia’s Byron Bay is the Elements of Byron, MGallery by

Sofitel. Situated on 50 acres of rainforest and natural ponds and lakes, the
$100million resort boasts two kilometres of beach frontage and 94 villas. Weaving
throughout the resort is a infinity lagoon pool area complete with sunken fire pit. The
resort features a range of dining options including Graze at Elements, Drift Bar and
the Barefoot Bar and Kiosk, with another restaurant opening in the next few months,
along with a private beach club. 
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Iberostar Costa del Sol

Iberostar Hotels & Resorts unveils
new hotel in Andalusia
IBEROSTAR HOTELS & Resorts has opened the Iberostar
Costa del Sol, a new hotel in Andalusia.
Located between the towns of Estepona and Marbella,

the four-star property is on the beachfront of Playa del 
Sol Villacana and has a total of 265 rooms catering to
family holidays.
A renovation of the current building has been undertaken

and two million euros invested in modernising the
furnishings, creating a new children’s swimming pool, 
a refurbishment of the sharing pool for private suites 
and construction of new individual solarium terraces in
different rooms.
The renovation also involved expanding the buffet with

show cooking, creating the new Sea Soul restaurant and
launching an exclusive Beach Club with an à la carte
restaurant and new beach terrace.
Aurelio Vázquez, company CEO for Europe, the Middle

East and Africa, said: “We have a solid commitment to our
clients and we want to offer them the best experience in
unique destinations. Andalusia is currently one of the most
popular tourist sites at an international level, and for this
reason it has become a priority destination in our portfolio.” 
For more information visit iberostar.com

Moxy Hotels to open five hotels across Europe in 2016
MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL is planning to open an additional five Moxy Hotels in key
European cities this year including Munich, Eschborn and Berlin in Germany, Oslo in
Norway and Aberdeen in the UK. 
The group is also opening two hotels in the US - one in Tempe, Arizona in March and in

New Orleans, Louisiana this month, and the brand expects to offer a portfolio of nearly 150
hotels around the world within the next ten years.
Amy McPherson, president and managing director of Marriott International, Europe,

said: “This is an exciting and pivotal moment for the Moxy brand as we move into the
second phase of development with five new hotel openings this year and nine more
expected in 2017. In 2014, Moxy Milan hit the market with a bang, as the first budget-savvy
hotel brand to shake up the industry with a fun, stylish and unexpected hospitality
experience. We are so pleased to be able to offer this game-changing experience to more
travellers in more major cities.”
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Hotelbeds records 18%
growth across

European markets
HOTELBEDS HAS recorded
an average 18% year-on-
year growth in TTV across
its European source
markets in 2015.
Europe still remains the

company’s most significant
region in terms of booking
volume, and the bedbank
plans to further grow this
position with a focus on
driving the development of
its differentiated product
offering, as well as
continuing to invest in
technology and innovation. 
In particular, in the

consolidated German
source market, the
company reports that it has
grown seven times faster
compared with the industry
average. It is hoping to
maintain this growth with
the launch of its new
CacheAPI, an important
development within the
brand’s API connectivity
suite, APItude. It enables
mass download of rates
and availability so that the
data can be directly
integrated into packages
and also includes new
tools and features that
further enhance the
developer experience. 
Visit hotelbeds.com for
further details.

Summer escapes to
France with

Lagrange Holidays
LAGRANGE HOLIDAYS’
France programme for
summer breaks features
more than 200
destinations this year
including options along
coasts, in the countryside,
cities and mountains, with
a variety of
accommodation options. 
Tailored to a range of

tastes and budgets,
options include simple
apartments and city
aparthotels, prestige
holiday houses and
modern villas with private
pools, plus selected
campsites, hotels and
theme parks. 
As well as offering

commission to agents, the
company also offers the
flexibility to book
accommodation-only
across all properties
featured in the France
2016 programme.
As an example of

what’s on offer, Les
Patios Eugénie is a newly-
built, modern apartment
complex located in the
heart of lively Biarritz,
offering a base for any
customers hoping to
discover France’s Basque
coastline this summer.
Accommodation-only
prices start from £276.
For further information

call 020-7371 6111 or visit
lagrange-holidays.co.uk
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Edinburgh’s The George receives £20million renovation
HAVING OPENED its doors in 1881, The George is one of the oldest hotels in Edinburgh and
has recently benefitted from a £20million renovation and expansion programme.
Housed within a 1780’s Grade II listed building that dates back to when Edinburgh's New

Town development was at its peak, the four-star hotel is located on George Street and
caters well for a weekend break in the city. 
Part of the renovation programme has been the Printing Press Bar and Kitchen, housed

in the former home of acclaimed novelist Susan Ferrier, with a menu focus on creating
dishes using seasonal Scottish cuisine. 
Hotel rooms range from standard to suites, and all feature flat-screen TVs, free Wi-Fi

and iPod docks. Many rooms have views over the Firth of Forth and Edinburgh Castle,
making it an iconic Scottish stay. 

One of the guestrooms at The George

SunConnect Atlantis
Fuerteventura opens

teen lounge
THE FOUR-STAR
SunConnect Atlantis
Fuerteventura Resort has
opened a new ‘Atlantis Teen
Lounge’ tailored especially
for guests aged 12 to 16. 
Offering a parent-free

zone to chill out with new
friends, the lounge offers
facilities such as a cinema
room to enjoy films and
video games, plus movie
making technology for teens
to create their own family
holiday video.
Whilst budding teen

movie makers get to work
on their family holiday video,
younger children aged four
to six can enjoy the Atlantini
Mini Club or the Kids Club
for those aged seven-12,
including creative
workshops, playgrounds,
pool fun and games.
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Why visit Egypt?
No place on earth has the magic and mystery of Egypt.
Egypt is a must experience destination for every world
traveller - from the legacy of the wonders of an ancient
civilization to the modern attractions of a resort beach
holiday; a study in contrasts from desert to sea, from oasis
to metropolis - one mesmerizing package wrapped up with
warm, local hospitality that will captivate each visitor in its
own unique way.

What is happening in terms of the destination’s security?
The Egyptian Government possesses an unwavering
commitment to tourists, business travellers and Egyptian
citizens who travel through our airports. We are committed
to ensuring we possess a world-class gold standard in
airport security.
Swift action has been taken by a cross-ministerial

security committee that includes the Ministries of Interior
and Civil Aviation and Tourism, and addresses airport
security, landmarks security, resort and hotel security and
secure travel within the country.
The Government has appointed Control Risks, a leading

security and risk company, to closely examine existing
security procedures and operations, equipment, access to
airport operations together with existing training methods.
The company will present a detailed report together with
recommendations to be implemented immediately.

What is significant about 2016 for UK travellers?
In terms of reasons to visit, Egypt continues to offer
something for every type of holidaymaker. Those looking
for history and culture will enjoy the legacy of ancient
Egypt which is written across the artefacts, monuments
and ancient structures of the country. These offer visitors
a rare glimpse into a great civilisation and a once-in-
a-lifetime cultural experience that cannot be found
anywhere else in the world. The rich heritage of the
country is still unfolding daily with precious finds and
archaeological digs which will captivate travellers.
Cruising the Nile remains as one of our most popular

travel experiences and a must-do holiday for many 
UK travellers.
For those looking for sun, sea and sand, Egypt’s climate

ensures plenty of sunshine, warm seas and moderate
temperatures, ideal for a quick short break or an extended
beach holiday for all the family, particularly in destinations
such as Hurghada, Sahl Hashish, Makadi Bay, Marsa Alam
and El Gouna which are accessible through direct flights
from the UK.
We are finding more and more people from the UK are

looking into twin-centre holidays within Egypt to cover both
the cultural and historical sides of the country, along with 
a more traditional beach holiday.

What’s your advice on what to do?
Perhaps a more appropriate question is what can’t you do
in Egypt? We have a packed activity calendar - from
international concerts to sporting occasions such as the
Red Sea Egyptian Challenge, which is a golfing event
associated with the PGA being held at the end of April, so
visitors looking for something to see will never be out of
options. Travellers can enjoy first-hand a range of sports;
from snorkelling beautiful reefs and kitesurfing to a round
of golf or windsurfing. Those looking for pampering and
relaxation will find excellent spa facilities in resorts, as well
as activities such as yoga and meditation.

Can I afford to visit Egypt?
We have a range of accommodation to suit all budgets and
work directly with travel agents in the UK to ensure Egypt
remains an extremely price competitive destination for UK
travellers. One thing is for certain, wherever travellers visit
in Egypt and whoever they meet - from the smiling taxi
driver to the knowledgeable tour guide - the warm
hospitality of the Egyptian people is something very special.
The pride of people working in the hospitality industry in
Egypt is extremely clear for all to see; everyone has an
experience or story to share, so we encourage all to
consider Egypt as a holiday destination in 2016 and for
years to come.

Rasha Azaizi, the Egyptian State Tourist
Office’s new director for the UK, Ireland and
Nordic markets, talks to Travel Bulletin about
the latest travel news from Egypt. 
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Launch of ‘6x6 Tourism Impact Plan’
aims to revitalise Egyptian tourism
THE NEW EGYPTIAN Minister of Tourism, His Excellency
Yehia Rashed, has announced the launch of the ‘6x6
Tourism Impact Plan’ in a bid to enhance Egyptian tourism
and revive the fortunes of the critical tourism sector.  
The new plan focuses on six main priorities, or themes:

A New Partnership: Working with international tourism
partners to restore success; Bring the World to Egypt:
Working in partnership with Egypt’s national carrier,
EgyptAir, to develop new destinations, and to support
charter and low cost airline companies in bringing more
tourists to Egypt; Innovation and Investment: Enhance
Egypt’s tourism infrastructure by supporting investors and
innovating with new ideas; Raise the Bar: Meet the highest
international standards through upgraded product and
service levels at tourist facilities; Attract International
Investment: Working to bring foreign direct investment to
Egyptian tourism; and A Future in Green Tourism: Develop
the growing trend in Egyptian tourism of sustainable eco-
friendly accommodation, transportation and activities.
Minister Rashed said: "My one and only goal is to bring

huge numbers of tourists back to Egypt. To do this we need
concerted action and partnership with Egyptian and
international tourism stakeholders. The 6x6 Tourism
Impact Plan is all about action that brings together the
priority areas of Egyptian tourism, providing support and
enhancements as we move forward.
"The commitment to see these six priority areas have an

impact over a six-month time frame is very ambitious. But 
I am also ambitious for our tourism sector; I want to see
positive action and for that action to have an immediate
impact. 6x6 allows us to focus our energies on the most
important elements.  
"This is the start of an exciting time and opportunity for

Egyptian tourism. This will return Egypt to being one of the
most sought after places to visit in the world." 

egypt

SOMA BAY'S Kitesurfing package is available until the end of May
with prices starting from 820 euros per person in a double
standard room for seven days at Sheraton Somabay. As well as
the opportunity to take part in the sport (with instructors offering
training for both beginners and advaced kiters using the latest
technology), the destination's Kite House offers guests 
a restaurant and roof-top bar. A free introductory lesson is also
offered every morning and a complimentary shuttle bus runs
regularly between The Breakers and the Kite House. For details
see somabay.com/offers/kite-stay-at-sheraton

Discover Egypt offers
seven-night package

from £1,499 
DISCOVER EGYPT is offering
travellers the chance to
experience some of the
lesser known areas of Egypt,
with a seven-night package
to Lake Nasser and Aswan.
It starts with four nights

on a cruise of Lake Nasser
on the Steigenberger Omar
El Khayam, which cruises
from Aswan to Abu Simbel,
offering guests the
opportunity to explore the
great temples, as well as
enjoying the facilities of the
ship with its ‘turn of the
century’ luxury. 
The final two nights are

spent at the five-star
Movenpick Aswan Resort
located on Elephantine
Island, a short motor
launch trip from the centre
of the city.
Aswan is Egypt’s

southernmost town and
there is plenty to do see
and do including visiting
the Unfinished Obelisk, 
the High Dam and the
Granite Quarries. 
The company's 'must-do'

recommendations include 
a felucca cruise around the
small islands and cataracts
of the Nile, as well as visiting
the Nubian Museum and
taking a stroll down the busy
Corniche bordering the Nile.
Prices lead in at £1,499

per person including flights
from Heathrow, bed-and-
breakfast accommodation in
Aswan, the full board cruise
on Lake Nasser, all taxes
and transfers. It is based on
two sharing and is valid until
September.
To book or for further
information call 020-7407
2111 or visit
discoveregypt.co.uk

Aswan extension plans
from Mövenpick Hotels

& Resorts
MÖVENPICK HOTELS
& Resorts has announced
plans to undertake a major
extension of the Mövenpick
Resort Aswan, creating 
a new flagship in the
historic city of Aswan. Set
to open this autumn, the
extension will add another
180 rooms and suites to the
existing hotel, including one
Presidential Suite and six
Nile View Suites with
expansive terraces and
views of the Nile River.
Located on its own

island, 20 minutes from
Aswan airport and five
minutes' boat ride from the
city, the new extension will
include an all day dining
restaurant; a Lebanese
mezze restaurant; a lobby
bar and terrace.
The development will

also feature new meeting
and event spaces,
establishing the hotel as 
a leading destination for
meetings, conventions,
weddings and social
events. Meanwhile, new
MICE facilities include 
a grand ballroom with
capacity to host events for
up to 400 guests, as well
as several versatile
meeting rooms, adding to
the existing outdoor
garden event space.
The company has also

created a new 'Egypt,
explore the legacy'
package offering guests 
a one-week experience
combining a three-night
Nile Cruise with four
nights at a choice of
properties in Egypt. Prices
start from approximately
£282 per person.
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ANATOLIAN SKY Holidays is set to
launch a new Egypt & Morocco
brochure for 2016 in the coming
months, which will continue its current
range of winter sun options. 
One of the most interesting ways

suggested by the operator to visit Egypt
is on a cruise along the Nile, which
runs straight through the heart of the

country. The operator will be offering
visitors the opportunity to discover the
country with an experienced
Egyptologist, uncovering a world of
gods, pharaohs and iconic monuments. 
The cruises, which are operated by 

a selection of ships including the five-
star MS Nile Premium, can be booked
on their own or combined with a stay in
a luxury resort. 
The new brochure will include 

a variety of hotels and resorts located
across the country, including El
Gouna’s Movenpick Resort & Spa on

the banks of the Red Sea; the Maritim
Jolie Ville; Kings' Island in Luxor; and
Mena House in Cairo. The five-star
Mena House was built in 1869 and sits
on the door step of the Great Pyramids
at Giza. The property has hosted many
distinguished guests in the past and,
as well as offering views of the
Pyramids, it offers lush gardens, 
a choice of restaurants, swimming
pool with bar, spa, fitness centre and 
a golf course. 
For more information visit
anatoliansky.co.uk or call 0844-273 3585.
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

If you were going to write a book, what would you call it and what would it be about?

Crossword:
Across: 1. PREMIER INN, 5. BLOOM, 6. PAL, 7. LYMINGTON, 8. RAROTONGA, 10. DPS, 11. LUCCA, 13. BASSETERRE. 
Down: 1. PAUL O`GRADY, 2. MEL, 3. ROMAN, 4. GLENN CLOSE, 5. BELARUS, 6. PATTAYA, 9. TALES, 12. CUE.

Highlighted Word: PETRA

Where Am I?: St Ann's Garrison, Barbados 
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Anatalian Sky Holidays to launch new Egypt brochure for winter 2016
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This is one of the greatest temples.

THIS IS EGO
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